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SUMMARY GK4 SPORTING REGULATIONS – ROOKIE 2024 

 
 GK4 Sporting Regulations 2024 contains a definition of the term Rookie. 
 Additional rules can be established per class that apply specifically to that class. 
 This document gives you an overview. 

 
ROOKIE – definition, starting point 

 Rookies are the first-year participating drivers in a Rookie class or class with a Rookie sub-
classification. 

 Exception: drivers who have gained experience in other championships in those classes in previous 
years. 
 
CLASS AND SUBCLASS IN CASE OF ADDITIONAL RULES 

 For all classes, if a driver participates in one or more races listed on international karting calendars 
during the season, and additionally participates for the IAME X30 Senior National class in one or more 
races listed on the IAME Series Benelux 2024 calendar, this driver may not (or no longer) participate in 
one of the classes/(sub)classifications Rookie. 
 
CLASS GK4 HONDA CADET 

 GK4 Honda Cadet overall classement; 
 Subclassement GK4 Honda Cadet Rookie. 
 

CLASSES IAME MINI and IAME MINI ROOKIE 
 The IAME Mini Rookie class is considered a starter class for first year IAME Mini drivers. 
 The age and experience of the drivers are the starting points for placement in one of the two 

classes. 
 IAME Mini: from 10 to 13 years (year you turn 10 to year you turn 13). 

Where the 10-year-olds (and 9 years in the year you turn 10) have the free choice between the IAME 
Mini and IAME Mini Rookie classes. 

 IAME Mini Rookie: from 7 to 10 years (year you turn 10). 
Where the 10-year-olds (and 9 years in the year you turn 10) have the free choice between the IAME 
Mini and IAME Mini Rookie classes. 

 The first 8 classified drivers in the Final Standing IAME Mini Parilla National 2022, who wish to race in 
the 2023 season in the IAME Mini or IAME Mini Rookie class, regardless of age, must participate in the 
IAME Mini class. This rule can be deviated from on request, with the final decision being reserved to 
the organization. 

 The organization is authorized to determine whether a driver - regardless of age - should start in the 
IAME Mini or IAME Mini Rookie class, among other things based on the experience that this driver has 
gained in one of these classes or comparable classes in another championship. 

 If a driver, who has reached the age of 11 years, registers as a first-year IAME Mini driver to start in 
the IAME Mini Rookie class, the decision about this lies with the organization. 

 
CLASS IAME X30 SENIOR NATIONAL 

 This class is intended for entry-level IAME X30 Senior drivers, allowing experience to be gained in a 
more or less equal group of participants, but is not made mandatory for novice drivers. 


